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A discontinuous Steklov problem associated with second order selfadjoint 
elliptic equations which arise in water wave problems is discussed. Here it is 
assumed that the eigenvalue equation is satisfied only on a part of the boundary. 
Eigenfunction expansions are derived in an elementary way using a suitable 
Green’s functions. Also a minimax characterization of the eigenvalues is given. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this article to discuss some expansion theorems for func- 
tions in terms of eigenfunctions of a “discontinuous” Steklov problem of the 
form 
h(x) = 0, XEQ 
g (4 = h(x) 447 
(0.1) 
XGZ, 
where Q is a bounded simply connected domain in UP with boundary Z = 8Q. 
Here we assume that Z = Z1 u ,?$ , where .Z1 and .& compact simply connected 
surfaces such that 8~7~ = rXZYz = Z1 n Zz = lY Finally a(x) is the function 
given by U(X) = 1 for x in &\r and a(x) = 0 for x in &\r. Some of the results 
obtained for Eq. (0, 1) will be used to study the oscillations of a mass of water 
in a closed basin. 
Some related results, when the boundary Z of G is smooth and a(x) = 1 on Z, 
(i.e., the “classical” Steklov problem) have been obtained by Stuart and Toland 
[lo] in a Banach space formulation, and by Bramble and Osborne [2] using the 
general theory of elliptic equations. 
The plan of the work is as follows: In section one we give a summary of some 
well known classical results on the Dirichlet and Neumann problems which are 
going to be useful later. In section two we consider a discontinuous Steklov 
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problem which arises in the study of the normal modes of oscillation of a mass 
of liquid in a finite basin. In this case the eigenvalue equation is satisfied only on 
the top of the boundary (the free surface), while on the bottom the vanishing of 
the normal derivative is required. Here we state and prove an existence and 
regularity result for mixed boundary value problems which is needed. Existence 
and regularity results for general mixed boundary value problems have been 
given by Miranda [9] under very general assumptions on the boundary and on 
the data. However, for our purpose we need stronger regularity results under 
very special assumptions on the boundary and on the data. In section three we 
reformulate the Steklov problem (0.1) . t m erms of a nonlocal operator L, and 
using the Green’s function we study the inverse operator T. In this way the 
problem is seen to be analogous to the standard Sturm-Liouville problem in a 
finite interval, and the existence of a purely point spectrum for T is stablished. 
This is to be expected on physical grounds, because the region .Q is finite and, 
from this reason, transfer of energy at infinity via the continuous spectrum is 
not possible. 
The problems studied in this work can be called regular Steklov problems and 
we show that they are very similar to the regular Sturm-Liouville problems. 
This is because of the finitess and smoothnes assumptions made on the boundary. 
However, there are situations of interest, for example, in the study of waves 
on sloping beaches, that produce singular Steklov problems, in the sense that 
the boundary has comes (acute angles) or is infinite. Special cases of this situation 
have been examined by Whitham and Minzoni [l 11, [7] in connection with the 
study of wave propagation. 
1. SUMMARY OF SOME CLASSICAL RESULTS 
Let D be a bounded simply connected domain in Iw” (n > 2) with a smooth 
boundary i3D. We consider the Laplacian operator 
Au = f$ 
1 
+ . . . + g 
11 
on D. Let 
g (Lx) = i Vi(X) 2 (x), 
i=l t 
denote the normal derivative of at x in aD, V(X) = (vr(x),..., YJx)) denoting the 
outward unit normal to aD at X. 
We now summarize some well known results which can be found in [5], [6], 
[8]. Let R be a region, D 6 R C D; for K a nonnegative integer and 01 a real 
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number with 0 < OL < 1, we denote by C’(R) the space of all real valued 
functions in R having there k continuous derivatives, and denote by Ch r-(R) 
the space of all functions in C”(R) whose kth derivatives are Holder continuous 
with exponent CL Simmilarly the spaces @(aD) and C?+(aD) are defined. 
The first result is the following: Consider the Dirichlet problem 
h(x) = 0, XED 
(1.1) 
44 = d4, XE~D. 
If p E C”i+u(aD), then (1.1) admits a unique solution u in Ckfl(D) n C”+m(B). 
The second: Consider the Neumann problem 
h(x) = 0, x E D 
(1.2) 
E (4 = ?w, x~i?D. 
If v E- Ck-l! l(aD), then, up to a constant, (1.2) admits a a unique solution ZJ in 
C”‘l(D) n Ck ;=j@. 
From the identity 
J aD g (x) do = I, h(x) dx, (1.3) 
we see that the Newmann problem (1.2) cannot be solved unless the prescribed 
values $ of the normal derivative av/av satisfy the compatibility condition. 
s aD z,!(x) do = 0. (1.4) 
The last result concerns the properties of the Green’s function for the 
Neumann problem: There exists a Neumann function N(x, y) for (1.2) such that 
(N.l) N(x, y) is continuous and N(x, y) = N( y, x) for all X, y E D, x f y. 
(N.2) d,N(x, y) = 8(x - y), x, y E D. 
(N.3) (arvjav,)(x, y) = w-1, x E D, y E aD, where w is the surface area 
of ao. 
(N.4) N(x,y) = O(j x-y I-), x,ycD(n > 2);N(x,y) = O(log j x -y I), 
x, y E D (?I = 2). 
(N.5) 
f N(x, Y> 4, = 0, x E D. aD 
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2. A DISCONTINUOUS STEKLOV PROBLEM ARISING FROM FLUID MECHANICS 
To motivate the general situation, suppose first that we are in three dimen- 
sional Euclidean space with coordinates P = (x, y, z). We consider a bounded 
basin Q contained in the half space z < 0, whose top boundary .Zr lies in the 
plane z = 0, and is bounded by a smooth curve r. Denote by .& the remaining 
part of the boundary. In the domain Q, when solutions to the linearized equations 
of motion for the velocity potential of a mass of fluid contained in Q, are taken 
to be of the form u(P) exp(iwt), that is; a normal mode of oscillation, the function 
u(P) and the frequency w satisfy the eigenvalue problem 
Au(P) = 0, PESZ 
E(P) = w%(P), PGZI (2-l) 
where v denotes the outward unit normal to the surface& , and this is an example 
of what we have called a discontinuous Steklov problem. 
In general, assume now that Sz is a bounded simply connected domain in 
[w” (n 2 2) with boundary Z = Z2. Assume that Z = Z; v Zz where Zi and Ze 
are compact simply connected (n - 1)-dimensional smooth surface such that 
Z’i = a&, = Zi n Zz = r. Then r is a compact (n - 2)-dimensional smooth 
surface without boundary. Let a& = &\r be the interior of Zi (; = 1,2) and 
let a&2 = a# u a& Q, = 52\r. Then Z = a& v r, a$ n r = 4 and 
ai52 n a,52 = 4. Finally let V(X) = (vi(x),..., V%(X)) denote the outward unit 
normal to the smooth surface a,52 at X. 
We are interested in the case when a,Q C &P-l and a& C Wn, where we have 
identified 5P-i with the subspace X, = 0 of lFP and l-P = {(xi ,..., x,); x, < O}. 
Let q(E) denote the outward unit normal to the surface r in UP-l at [E r. 
We assume the following continuity condition: For every E E r we have 
Now consider the following discontinuous Steklov problem 
Au(x) = 0, XEQ 
(2.3) g (4 = w4, x E Zl 
g (x) = 0, XE‘ZS. 
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We call h E R an eigenvalue of the problem (2.3) if the exists a function 
24 E C2(Q) n C1+yQ) such that u # 0 and (u, A) is a solution of (2.3). To study 
(2.3) we first discuss the existence and smoothness of solutions for certain mixed 
boundary value problems, and once the behavior of the solutions is known we 
formulate (2.3) in terms of an appropriate operator L. 
Thus, we are going to examine the regularity properties of the solutions of 
the following mixed boundary value problem. 
Au(x) = 0, XEL’ 
g (4 = VW, xcz;, 
where F E Ck+a(Zr), # E C”-r+~&), and satisfy the compatibility condition 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Existence and regularity results for the solutions of (2.4) when the data IJI and + 
are assumed in a suitable space of Holder continuous functions, have been given 
by Miranda [9] under very general assumptions on the intersection of the 
boundary Z2 with the plane x, = 0, and on the growth of q~ and z+G near r. 
However, for our purpose we need stronger regularity results under very special 
assumptions on the boundary and on the data. The appropriate result will be 
obtained in this section, and our method of proof is elementary in the sense 
that does not use any of Miranda’s results. 
So, we now look for a solution of (2.4). To this end we reflect the region 52 
into the upper half space x, > 0, across the plane x, = 0. Denoting by x* the 
image of x = (x1,..., x,) under this reflection we see that x* = (x1,..., x,-r, -x,) 
and x** = x. Let Q* = {x*; x E Q) denote the image of Q under this reflection 
and let D = Q v Q*, then we have aD = Zz v Z$ = i3,Q U r u (a&2)*. We 
now make the assumption that aD is a smooth surface (i.e., that Zs meets the 
plane x, = 0 at right angles). Note that, in this case, condition (2.2) is auto- 
matically satisfied. 
To construct a solution u of (2.4) first we extend the function 9 to a C”’ a 
function @ on P-1 with compact support. The results in [I] guarantee the 
exizxiin; of a function w E C fi+r HP n Clc+m(F) satisfying the boundary value ( ) 
Llw(x) = 0, XEWn 
(2.6) 
e) = q(x), x E W--l. 
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Using the function z, just obtained, we now look for a solution of (2.4) of the 
form u = o + w, where w is a solution of the mixed problem 
(2.7) 
To construct the function w and stablish its regularity properties, consider the 
problem 
dF(x) = 0, XED 
(2.8) 
$64 = f(x), XE~D, 
where n(x) is the outward unit normal to the surface aD at the point x (Note 
that a(x) = Y(X), x E .Za and n(x) = v(x*)*, x E J$), and 
f(x) = e4 - g (49 x E ‘q 
= +(x*) + g (x*1, XE‘g. 
Now we state a technical lemma whose proof we postpone to the appendix 
of this section. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let v E Ck-~-a(Zl) and $ E Ck-1+u(Z2). Ij Dy(x) = 0, x E r, 
0 < 1 u 1 < k and 03(x) = 0, x E r, / u 1 < k - 1, then fe C”-‘+=(aD). 
Note that if v and (CI are as in Lemma 2.1, then condition (2.5) is automatically 
satisfied. 
We have f E Ck-l+a(aD), and from the way f was defined it satisfies the 
compatibility condition (1.4). Thus the results in Section 1 assure us the existence 
of a solution FE Ck+l(D) n Ck+&(D) of (2.8); all other solutions are obtained 
from F by adding an arbitrary constant. Using the function F just found we 
now construct the required w. To this end, consider the Neumann function 
N(x, y) for the Laplacian d on D, whose existence is guaranteed by the results 
in Section 1. It follows from the symmetry of the domain D that 
N(x, y) = A+*, Y “1, x,y~D (2.10) 
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Now, from (N.2), (N-3) in Section 1 and Green’s second formula we obtain 
F(x) = s,, CF(4.j g (~7 Y) - WG Y) g C-v)] 4,
= w-l s,, F(Y) da - i;, W, u)f(r) da, 
xc- s,, Wx, Y) 4(y) 4, + jz, 3 Nx, Y> ; (Y) da, 
t jL; N(x) Y) #(Y*) 4, - j q+ WT Y> g (Y*) 4, 
=c- J’ W, Y) HY) da, ix2 .i Z‘L WG Y) ; (Y) 4, 
+ s,, Nx> Y*) CL(Y) 4 - j 4 W, Y*> $ (Y) 4 
=c+ jzq [WC Y) - W, Y*)] ; (Y) 4 
t s, PYx, Y") - N(x9 Y)l?4Y) d% 
where 




But if x E ZI, then x = x*, and there it follows from (2.10) that F(x) = c, 
x E & . From all the previous we see that the desired solution w of (2.7) is 
w(x) = F(x) - c, x E D. Therefore a solution of (2.4) is given by u = v + w. 
To see that u is unique, suppose that given v E Pia( # E Ck-l+“(Za) there 
are two solutions or , I.+ of (2.4) in CYl(.Q) n ~?+~(a), and let u = ur - ua . 
Then u is a solution of 
Au(x) = 0, XEQ 
u(x) = 0, x E .zl (2.11) 
$ (x) = 0, X~.&!, 
and from Green’s first formula we obtain 
s / Vu(x)12 dx = 0. n 
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This last fact together with the boundary conditions in (2.11) show that U(X) = 0 
in J2, and the solution is unique. 
Thus we have shown the following existence and regularity result: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p E Ck+ti(Zl) and 4 E C~-l+m(ZJ. If Da(x) = 0, x E I’, 
O</a~<RandP~/(x)=O, XG~, jaj<K-1, hen th.meisaunique 
solution u E Ck+l(52) n Ck+a(8) of the mixed boundary value problem (2.4). 
APPENDIX A 
Here we give a proof of Lemma 2.1. 
It is clear that f is a C-l function on a.$ u (a$)*, and from (2.5), (2.6) we 
seethatf(x) =O,XE~=&A&. 
Since al) is a smooth surface we can parametrize the points Q of D near r 
locally by 
where P(fi ,..., is a smooth parametrization of 8D near I’. Furthermore 
we can assume’ZJ . P([ , &+i) parametrizes a.$ near r for fnel < 0, 
Wl >..., [+r) parametrize~“~&Q)* near r for [n-l > 0, P(tl ,..., fne2 ,0) 
parametrizes the corresponding portion of r, and finally that 
Q*(t, ,..., 5,) = Q(51 ,..., L-2 7 --L-l I 5,), 
where, as before, Q* denotes the reflection of the point Q across the plane 
x, = 0. 
We now look at the metric 
d.v2 = i g% ,..., En) d5i dfi, 
i,i=l 
for the portion of D near I’. Since aD is smooth, then so is the metric, and when 
[, = 0, ds2 is the metric of that portion of aD near r. 
Now, we have 
giq51 ,..., aQ aQ 5n) = agi . F;- ) 
and clearly 
iPI51 y-e.7 En) = gv, >*..1 5n-2 > -CL1 7 5,), 
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so all the odd derivatives of gi’ with respect to [)1-r vanish on En-r q m. 0. In 
particular, if we let g = det(gij), then 
ag 0 --- =I at,-, on 5+r = 0 
The expression for the Laplacian in the local coordinates (fr ,..., 6,) is given 
bY 
thus the second derivative of w with respect to <n-l on &-r = 0 can be expressed 
as 
2ZW 
g?L-l.?l-l ~ = -- 
n-1 
,:.2 i,j,cn-l & ( gi'W2 $1 
3 
1 aw a 
g1j2 atnel a(,-, (&?1'n-1kY'2)~ 64.2) 
and from (A.l) we see that the last term vanishes on t,-, = 0. Hence (A.2) 
becomes 
azw 
g'L-"n-l at2 - = - & i,jzel & (giW1~2 $) on L1 = 0. 64.3) n-1 7 
We want to show that 
4% Y., Ll) = -"WV, >...> Sn-lh En-1 < 0 
= f(Wl ?."I Sn-2 , -En-l)), L-1 2 0, 
is a C-l function. 
From f(x*) = -f(x), x E 2D, it follows that the odd derivatives of h with 
respect to tn-r match continuously across I’. Also f = 0 on 5%-l L-= 0. SO we 
just need to check the even derivatives. To this end first we compute the limit 
/= lim = Dh(.$, ,..., 
en-,-o- aqyl 572-l), 
where D is the differential operator D = D;“l ‘.. Dzt;‘. 
Then 
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(A-4) 
Now, interchanging the derivatives, and since z, E Ck+l(Wn) A Ck+$$) we 
obtain 




E, -,-@- s,+o-- lim D m g”%, ,..., 5,) -Q-- (Q(5, ,..., m] 
a2m 
= - lim D atiyl [ 
av 
&+o- g"% ,..., L2, 0, 5,) c (Q(ti ,..., L-2 , 0, m]. 
We use Leibnitz rule to calculate the derivatives 
When i is odd, because of the symmetry of grin in [,+r , all the odd derivatives 
of grin with respect to tn-r vanish on &-r = 0. Thus in (A.5) we are just left 
with the even derivatives on fnP1 = 0, and we obtain 
Now, (A.3) can be written as 
azw - = 
ql M 7jg r--*9 -( 
a a a 
at,-, ) ag, 1 w 
on En-r = 0, V-7) 
where M is a polynomial. 
From (A.4)-(A.7) and recalling that V(X) = v(x) on Z; , we obtain 
Since q~ has all of its derivatives up to order k vanishing on r we conclude that 
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C = 0. This argument, because of the symmetry, can be applied for ,$,,-i , . 0, 
and obtain also 
This shows thatfis a CkV1 function on aD. Rest to show that all the derivatives 
pi 
at? . . . a,mil 4~5 ,..., L), ml + ... + m,-, = f2 - 1 
are Holder continuous with exponent 01. But this is easy to check because our 
hypothesis on $ and v. Indeed, the proof of Lemma 3.1 will show this fact. 
3. THE OPERATOR L 
First we define the domain 9(L) of L as the vector subspace of all 9 E Cl in” 
such that +/a7 = 0 on r and Jzl g, da = 0. 
From Theorem 2.1 we know that for every y E 9(L) there exists a unique 
solution u E C2(Q) n C1j-a(fi) of the mixed boundary value problem 
h(x) = 0, XE52 
4x) = v(x), x E El (3.1) 
$ (x) = 0, XEZ2. 
Now, to every function v E B(L) we associate a function Lp, E Ca(Z;) as 
follows : 
Then L is a linear operator from B(L) C C1+=(,Z’J into C~(.ZJ. 
If 7~ E P(Q) n Cl+-$2) is another solution of (3.1) corresponding to the 
boundary data 4 E 9(L), then from Green’s second formula we obtain 
This is, the linear operator L is symmetric with respect to the inner product 
CT, 4)= s, 44 ~44 da. (3.2) 
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Also, the use of Green’s first formula shows that 
(L% cp) = j. g1 (2)’ dx- 2 
If we endow the spaces C1+ti(L’l) and P(Zi) with the inner product (3.2), 
then we have that L is a symmetric positive operator between the inner product 
spaces Ci+“(LT;;) and Co(&). 
Nottice that (2.3) can be written now as 
Au(x) = 0, XEl2 
44 = 44, x E z; 
hw = +(x)7 x E z; 
(2.3) 
g (x) = 0, XE‘?l2. 
Next we show that L is a one-to-one operator. From (3.3) we see that Lp = 0 
implies U(X) = constant in Q, and from U(X) = v(x), x E L; , sz, p, da = 0 we 
conclude that u(x) = 0 in Q. Therefore L is one-to-one from 9(L) into C+Yr). 
From (3.1) and (1.3) we have 
1 Lp do = 21 s au&,= j q ax, !f do = j Au dx = 0. .z av R 
Thus the range W(L) of L is contained in the subspace Y of Ca(&) consisting 
of all I,L E CU(&) satisfying J& # da = 0. W e are going to show that actually 
one has W(L) = Y. To this end we need to prove that given I,!J E 9, there exists 
p Ed such that Lg, = #I. So let 4 E 9, and consider the Neumann problem 
Au(x) = 0, XEQ 
g 64 = ICI(x), XEZ; 
n 
g (x) = 0, XE&. 
To construct a solution u of (3.4) we proceed essentially as in Section 2. 
First we extend the function 4 to a Ca function 6 in l&P-l with compact support. 
The results in [I] guarantee the existence of a function v E C2(iHP) n I?+“(!$) 
satisfying the Neumann problem 
Au(x) = 0, XEE-P 
x E W-l f 
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Using the function 21, we now look for a solution u of (3.4) of the form 
u = w + w, where w is a solution of the Neumann problem 
dw(x) = 0, XEJ-2 
g; (x) = 0, x E z; 
g (x) = - g (x), x E z2 . 
From (3.5) we see that w is also a solution of the Neumann problem 
N(x) = 0, XEJ-2 
g (4 = vqx), x E z1 
c 
g (x) = g (x), XE&,. 
(3.6) 
(3.6) 





and since $ E 9’ we conclude that 
(3.7) 
To construct the solution w and to stablish its regularity properties, consider 
the Neumann problem 
Lqx) = 0, XED 
(3.8) 
g (4 =fW* XE~D, 
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where 
Now, we state a technical lemma whose proof we postpone to the appendix 
of this section. 
LEMMA 3.1. If g E Cm(Z2), the function f given by 
is a Cm function on aD. 
From (3.7) and the symmetry of aD we see that f satisfies the compatibility 
condition 
s fdu=O. 8D 
Thus the results in Section 1 assure us the existence of a solution FE C2(D) r\ 
cl+a(D) of the Neumann problem (3.8). 
Now, because of the symmetry we see that F(x*) is also a solution of (3.8). 
Thus we must have 
F(x*) = F(x) + c, 
where c is a constant, and hence 
g (x) = 0 on x, = 0. 
Therefore w(x) = F(x) + c is a solution of (3.6) with the desired properties. 
Now, the function q(xr ,..., x,-r) on L’r defined by 
V'(Xl ,.*+, X,-l) = U(Xl Y--*3 X,-l 7 0) - $ s, u(xl,..., x,-l 7 0) da, 
where w1 is the surface area of 2, clearly belongs tp 9(L) and satisfies Lp, = 4. 
Hence L is onto 9’. 
We have shown that L is an (algebraic) isomorphism between the vector spaces 
9(L) and 9. So let T: 9’ -+ Cl+~(L’r) be the inverse of the operator L. To study 
the operator T it is convenient to give an explicit formula for it in terms of 
409/6912-18 
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the Neumann function N(x, y) for the Laplacian A on D. This can be done as 
follows: First let 
G(x, y) = N(x, Y) + N(x> Y*)> x,yeD. 
Note that 
g (x, y) =I 0, XEQ, YEZ;. (3.9) 
Now, given q~ E g(L), let y5 = Lp Then from (3.1), (3.9), (N.2) in Section 1 
and Green’s second formula we obtain for x E Sz 
and from (N.3) in Section 1 we get 
44 = -1, G(x, Y) HY) 4 + c, XEQ, 
where c is a constant (depending on p)). Taking into account that u is continuous 
up to the boundary and (N.l), (N.4) in Section we see (from Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem, for example) that 
dx> = - j-,, ‘TX, Y> #(Y) da, + c, XEZ;. 
From (3.10) and the fact v E B(L) we see that 
Hence (3.10) becomes 
T+(x) = -$ G(x, Y> 4(r) 4, + $ s, ] f,, G(x, Y> #(y> do,/ da, , x E 4 , 
1 
(3.11) 
which is the desired representation of T as an integral operator. 
It is convenient to introduce some notation: Let G be the operator defined by 
GvW = I,, G(x, Y) (Cl(r) da, 1 XE&, 
and let P denote the projection 
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Then (3.11) can now be written as 
T# = -(I - P)G#, zj E 9’. 
It is clear that T is a symmetric positive operator since L is. Consider the 
operator Gfn) = G o ... o G. The expression for Gcn) is given by 
G(“‘$(x) = j GYx, Y> #(Y) 4 , XEZ;, 
=1 
where 
G(+, y) = j ... j G(x, xl> ... G(z,-, , y) duzl ... du,,_1 , X,YEZ;. 
Zl =1 
Now, well known estimates [6, 23-241 show that G(“)(x, y) is a continuous 
function for X, y E Zr . Hence a standard argument shows that the set 
{@Y; II $ II = 11, 
where ij # ii is the norm induced by the inner product (3.2) is equicontinuous 
and pointwise bounded. This shows that Gcn) is a completely continuous 
operator. Since P is a continuous functional we conclude that T(*l) = T o ... o T 
is a symmetric, positive, completely continuous operator. For this reason we 
can use the same arguments employed in [3; 193-1991 or in [4; 362-3671 to 
conclude: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. There is an in$nite number of eakenvalues (A,), A, 2 A, > 
... > hj > ... > 0, and normalized ezgenfulzctions {vi} of T@) such that: 
(a) For each q~ E Cl+(&) satisfying a~/+ = 0 on r we have the expansion 
where the convergence of the series is uniform on L; . 
(b) If p l L2(2J’J, then we have the expansion 
where the convergence is meant in the L2 sense. 
Now, to obtain all the eigenvalues of the operator T, observe that since T 
is positive (T(“) - A&+ = 0 implies (T - A:/“)~J~ = 0, where $1” denotes the 
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positive n-th root of hj . Indeed, if we let ~yi ,..., a,-r , 01, be the n-th roots of A, 
where a?1 = Ai’” > 0, then 
0 = (T’“’ - hj)cpi = (T - al) ... (T - cY,-1)(T - arJyj, 
and hence (T - CY& = 0, since 01~ is not an eigenvalue of T for h = = 1, 2,. . ., 
n - 1. That all the eigenvalues of T are given by the positive n-th roots {Xiin} 
follows from the completness of the eigenfunctions {v$pj>. 
Note that since Tvi = X:$J~ and T(B(L)) = 9(L) C CYN(Z1), then all the 
eigenfunctions yi belong to C1-tW(.Zi). Thus we have shown: 
THEOREM 3.1. All the eigenvalues {pj} of L are given by pj = X;‘,“‘, where X:i’L 
is the positive n-th root of the eigenvalue Aj of Ttn). 
This last result together with Proposition 3.1 give the following 
COROLLARY 3.1. If q~ E C1+mu(Zl) satis$es +/all = on r, then we have 
-32 
where the convergence is meant in the L2 sense. 
From this last result we see that if we let A” = (p’ E C1+E(Zi); &JJ/~T = 0 on r), 
then for every q E JV we have 
Hence. if we let 
4 = {p’ E JV; 119) /I = 1, (v, yi) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., j - 1}, 
then from (3.12) we have 
Pi = gj$L% v> (j = 1, 2, 3,...) 
3 
which is the variational characterization of the eigenvalues desired. 
APPENDIX B 
Here we give a proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Since g E C$Zi), and the way f is defined, it is obvious that we only need to 
check that f is Holder continuous with Holder exponent OT in a closed neigh- 
bourhood C(Z) in aD of every point z in r. To this end we pick a closed neigh- 
bourhood N(Z) in Za of z such that C(z) = N(Z) u N(z)* is closed neighbour- 
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hood in 8D of z, and a smooth parametrization of C(z) is given by P(t), 5 = 
(61 ,-*-, L,) as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Furthermore, since g E P(Z;) we 
can take N(z) so that 
sup &w) - gP(7))l --==<a. 
N(Z) 16-71” 




where P(t), P(7) E C(Z), 6 # 7 are bounded above. If P(s), P(7) E Zs or P(f), 
P(7) E Zz, then from (B.l) and the way f is defined we see that the quotient 
(B.2) is <K. So only rest to check the case when, for example, P(f) E Za and 
P(7) E Z$. If this is the case, and if z = P(c), then 
lwy,‘1’“))’ < lfw3) -fwJ>l + W(5)) -.w(?))I 
a 15-W I[-71n 
< I &v(5N - g(m)1 + I dm*) - g(p(r))*)I 
It-cl” 15-71” 
<K+K=2K, 
and this completes the proof. 
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